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S U M M A R T

Cyprus has a large variety of rocks ranging from perhaps
Pre-cambrian to Recent* Many of the rocks are plutonic in origin
and include gabbros and granophyres but the most extensive rock
is diabase.

Despite extensive exploration, both past and present for other
metals nothing is known about any specific uranium exploration and
there is no record of any uranium discoveries in this extensive
gsneral exploration.

For these reasons it is considered that the Speculative
Potential is probably best stated as less than 1000 tonnes
uranium.
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A. IMRPDUCTIOljr A3TO GEHERAL GEOGRAPHY

Cyprus, a republic and the third largest island in the
Mediterranean sea, lies 60 miles W of Syria and 40 miles S of
Turkey. With an area of 3,572 sq. miles (9251 sq km), it is I40 miles
long in-an east-west sense, about one-third made up by the narrow
Karpas peninsula, and is 60 miles at its greatest width. The coast
line 4S6 miles in length, is indented and rocky but never mountainous
and includes a great number of sandy beaches which are extensive
along the main bays.

Cyprus can be divided into five morphological regions.

The Northern or Pentadaktylor Range rises abruptly a few miles
east of Cape Korniakiti and attains its maximum height (Kyparissovouno,
3»357 ft) almost at once, becoming generally lower eastward, while
in the Karpas it ceases to be a mountain. It is a slender, steep-
sided but elegant range. North of it. is to be found the very narrow
strip of coastal plain with level-topped islands off-shore, the
whole landscape being a fractured and foundered former raised beach.
South of the Pentadaktylor range the Miocene flysch and later rocks
form a striking hummoclgrtopography, the result of folding by pressure
from the north. ;

The Central Lowlands, often known incorrectly as Messaoria,
show considerable variations and include alluvial fans in the south-
west; extensive mesas and buttes separated by very wide, alluvium-
strewn valleys and basins in the central areas; and the joint flood
plain of the Pedieos-Yialias rivers in the east. This flood plain
is the Messaoria (or rahter Messarka) proper.

The Troodos Massif, avast, bulky and high (KMonistra peak
or Mt Olympus, 6,403 ft) mountain range, is an old land mass
extensively dissected and rejuvenated.

The Southern Uplands or White Plateaus are composed of chalks
and marls and fall in steps from over 3,000 ft close to the massif
to almost sea level. Deep, trenchlike valleys cut this region into
vast blocks of plateau country.

Coastal plains of fertile alluvium represent old bays of the
receding Southern uplands or raised beaches. These coastal plains
are most extensive in the south aJid west of Cyprus and carry
important towns.

The drainage of Cyprus radiates from the massif system. Most
of the rivers have very steep and short courses to the sea but a
few cross the Central lowlands and play an important part in the
life of the island.
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Though an island, Cyprus comes under continental influences due
to the presence of vast land masses on..almost-all sides. Clear skies,
abundant sunshine and low erratic rainfall are the result. The
duration of sunshine at its shortest exceeds 50% of the possible.
Annual rainfall varies from below 12 in. in the west of the Central
lowlands, and 16, in. in most lowland areas to 25-40 in. in upland
"and mountain areas. Rainfall is concentrated in the three winter
months, December to February, which account for 6% to 80$ of the
annual amount.. ... Winters are mild, and in some years no frost at all
occurs in the lowland areas. The mean temperatures for the coldest
month vary from 55° F« in the coastal areas and 50° in inland
lowlying areas to 40° in the upper parts of the Troodos massif. The
summer months, normally rainless, are hot and dry inland and hot
and humid on the coast.

• . • • ' ^ •

The only airport in Cyprus permanently open to international
traffic is at Nicosia. Links are mainly with Europe, the Middle
East, Africa, and the Par East.

There are 3/875 mi» (6,236 km) of roads on Cyprus, about
1,500 (2,400) of which are asphalted. ;

B. GEOLOGY OF CYPRUS IN RELATION TO POTENTIALLY
FAVOURABLE URANIUM BEARING AREAS

In spite of its small size Cyprus has a large variety of rocks
ranging from perhaps PreCambrian to Recent. The structure of the
island comprises features deriving from both the Caledonian and
the Alpine orogeny and including other features reminiscent "of the
East African rift -valleys. The oldest rocks are in the southwest
while as a rule the younger ones are away from the mountain areas.
The rocks of the Trpodos massif in the southwest, at the highest
part of the island and at another area, are plutonic in origin and
include gabbros and grahophyric rocks; but the most extensive
rock is the diabase. The diabase is the result of volcanic activity
of probably Devonian tfge. Forming a broken ring round the Troodos
massif is the extensive Pillow Lava series of Devonian to Permo-
Carboniferous Ages. South of the massif, and to a much.lesser extent
north and east of it, chalks, marls and chalky limestones of the
Lapithos group (Upper Cretaceous and Eocene) and the Pakhna form-
ation (Miocene) outcrop. ^ ., ..... ••••;.-

The highest parts of the Northern or Pentadaktylos mountain
range are of Hilarion limestone, a massive limestone of Triassic
Age. This is flanked by the Kythrea formation which is made up
of marls streaked by limestone bands. Between the two ranges and
in coastal plains, especially in the south, outcrop the youngest
(Plio-Pleistocene and Recent) rocks of Cyprus-marls, sandstones,
conglomerates, alluvium and gravels.



C. PAST EXPLORATION

Despite extensive exploration for other metals over a very
long period nothing is known about any specific uranium exploration.

D. URANIUM OCCURRENCES AM) RESOURCES

There is no information on any uranium occurrences or radio-
active anomalies ever having been found in Cyprus.

E. PRESENT STATUS OF EXPLORATION

While general mineral exploration Toy both concessionaires and
Government continue there is no information about any uranium
exploration being included,

P. POTENTIAL FOR NEW DISCOVERIES

The dominance of plutonic basic rocks in Cyprus means that it
is not very attractive as far as uranium is concerned. The
Speculative Potential is probably best stated as less than 1000
tonnes uranium.

Compiled by J Cameron
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